
Over the past several decades, there has been a growing interest, in many fields of history, in “de-centering,” “re-
framing,” and/or “re-orienting” the Renaissance which aims to “re-place” it within a more global context. Parallel to 
the attempts to make architectural history less Europe-centered and more cross-cultural, this interest has been voiced 
in some recent studies on the history of Renaissance architecture, as well. Accordingly, these studies seek to shift the 
geographical boundaries of Renaissance architecture by expanding them beyond “Europe” and by including especially 
the “Islamic East” and the “New World.” 
With the hope of contributing to this emerging literature, this session aims to open it up to new directions of research 
by exploring how this shift can be mapped out without essentializing these geographical distances in such terms; how 
it can be traced out architecturally by means of travelling forms, images, ideas, texts, and people; and how cross-cultural 
approach in architectural historiography can show us crossing not only geographical, but also disciplinary boundaries, 
and furthermore, the boundaries of the “Renaissance” as a paradigm.
In line with these questions, this session invites papers that present fresh insights into architectural encounters, 
contacts, interactions, and/or exchanges across geographies in various ways as case studies of the shift of boundaries 
in Renaissance historiography. It also encourages papers of theoretical discussion that look for alternative frameworks 
within which such encounters/contacts/interactions/exchanges can be interpreted.

The Renaissance Radicalism of Murat II’s Great Mosque in Edirne
Johan Mårtelius — KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden
The 1430s saw a number of architectural achievements in different parts of the world, which seem to show some actual 
or conceptual links. The completion of the Florentine dome by Brunelleschi in 1436 - probably not without influence 
from Persian double shell domes such as the Oljeitu tomb in Sultaniya - was celebrated by the emerging theorist Leon 
Battista Alberti in his Della Pittura of the same year. In the Timurid capitals, the great Qawam al-Din Shirazi produced 
masterpieces likewise showing awareness of wide geographical context. Between Florence and Herat, the architectural 
activities by the Ottoman court of Murat II were adding important works to the capital cities of Bursa and Edirne. In 
Edirne, the old Roman Adrianople, the new central mosque named Üçserefeli was built from 1437. Like the Italian and 
Central Asian works, the Üçserefeli mosque exposes a wide awareness of architectural experiences, both contemporary 
and from distant history. Its architecture broke with the typologies used in earlier Ottoman Sultanic establishments as 
well as with the Ulu Camii type represented in the two capital cities and in earlier Seldjuk and Beylik examples. Instead 
the Üçserefeli represents connections with early mosques such as the Umayyad mosque in Damascus – although 
this link could also be found in a couple of earlier Anatolian examples, notably the Isa Bey mosque in Selçuk. But the 
sophisticated layout of the Üçserefeli also hints at examples from further east, Central Asia and even China. The emphasis 
given to the courtyard, surrounded by the four minarets, introduced a new feature into the Ottoman sphere. It marks the 
mosque as an urban element, representing public open space as well as monumental verticality of domes and minarets. 
The sequences of transverse spaces, framed by a perfect square, as experienced when approaching the mosque along the 
main axis creates its perhaps most radical feature. In this sense the mosque profoundly represents the intellectual and 
artistic experimental approach of its date, for which no better term has been coined than “Renaissance”.

Melchior Lorichs / Panorama of Constantinople as a Source for the Reconstruction of Sixteenth-
Century Ottoman Constantinople
Nigel Westbrook & Rene Van Meeuwen — University of Western Australia, Australia
In an earlier publication (JSAH 69/1 2010) we analyzed the Panorama of Constantinople by the Flensburg artist Melchior 
Lorichs, or Lorck, a detailed depiction of the south-western side of the Golden Horn in Constantinople, now Istanbul. It 
was notated as having been drawn in 1559, but was in fact a compilation of between 1559 and 1562 of site sketches drawn 
by the artist during his stay in the city in the employ of Ogier Ghiselin de Busbecq, the ambassador of the Holy Roman 
Empire. The Panorama is a significant document in the early modern cultural exchange between East and West. The 
oeuvre of Lorichs has been meticulously researched by Fischer and others, but almost entirely within the discipline of Art 
History. An attempt by Wulzinger at reconstructing the viewpoints used for the drawing published in 1932 has remained 
the basis of later scholarship. In our previous paper, we used digital technology to disprove some of Wulzinger’s suggested 
viewpoints, and demonstrated how digital reverse engineering could be used to map Lorichs’ drawing onto an accurate 
topographical model of the city. A number of sites previously either passed over, or assumed to be fictions of the artist 
were found to correspond closely to the present-day topography. In this paper we propose to develop this methodology 
further in reconstructing the eastern shoreline and hillside of the city, from the Süleymaniye Mosque to Sarayı Burnu, and 
to produce a reconstruction of the sixteenth-century urban layout of this area, cross-checking against recent topographical 
mapping and aerial surveys. We propose that it is possible to identify with some degree of confidence otherwise unknown 
topographical locations and even structures that would otherwise remain known only through textual references. The 
outcome will be a significant contribution to the Byzantine and Ottoman urban historical scholarship of Istanbul.
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Economic Geographies: Early Modern Spatial Practices of Mercantile Banking and Commerce
Lauren Jacobi — New York University, U.S.
With the monetization of Europe in the late medieval period, banking and commercial networks opened and 
reaffirmed nodes of trade that impacted the built cityscape across an expansive world system.  This paper examines 
the construction of community by studying and interpreting the physical sites of mercantile exchange and the cultural 
practices of Italian bankers within Italy and outside of the country’s terra firma, thus raising issues of positing Italian 
Renaissance architectural and urban history in a global context.  The paper considers the topography of and structures 
used for banking in the country’s mainland, specifically in Florence and Rome, alongside comparative material on 
buildings employed for trade by Italians in Constantinople and Jerusalem.  Examining edifices used for business 
abroad, particularly fondacos and loggias, is pivotal to a better understanding of the spatial geography of money and the 
crafting of cultural identity during the early modern period.  To frame thoughts about cultural interaction on world and 
local scales, this paper looks to Jan Nederveen Pieterse’s paradigms of globalization.  Cultural mixing is considered 
as differentiation, convergence, translocal cultural mixing and hybridization.  This paper thereby asks a fundamental 
question: does this model work and what are its limitations when applied to the case of spatial practices of banking and 
commerce in the early modern Mediterranean world?

Merchant Builders and the Materials of Building in Early Modern Poland
Katie Jakobiec — University of Toronto, Canada
Despite the economic and political importance of Poland in the early modern period, there has been little attention 
given to the diverse architectural works made within its vast boundaries. The architecture of Poland is worth close study, 
and deserves a place in the canon of Renaissance architecture, based on the quality of the buildings but also because it 
suggests an innovative approach to the history of European architecture generally. 
The merchants of Kazimierz Dolny, a city on the Vistula River, were prolific patrons of Renaissance architecture. During 
the early seventeenth century, the wealth gained from the lucrative grain trade was channelled towards the building 
of palaces, granaries, as well as religious and public institutions in the city. Their architectural monuments embody 
all’ antica elements, yet the formal language is unlike anything Italian. Consequently, the architecture in Kazimierz 
Dolny has been seen as a naive transplant of the Classical tradition to the margins of Europe. Using a multidisciplinary 
methodology, I shift notions of geography from the national or imagined, towards a regional understanding, where 
places are connected by historically documented contacts and material exchanges. Relying on original archival research, 
I show the importance of trade routes, specifically the Vistula River, and the mechanics of cross-cultural exchanges, 
including things, places, and people (Jews, Armenians, Germans, Dutch, etc.). Furthermore, my approach to architecture 
de-centralizes the importance of form, in preference for the material. The merchants of Kazimierz Dolny traded grain, 
timber, limestone, which were local, and they brought back luxury objects that were understood to be Turkish, Venetian 
or French, etc. The physicality and value of things (touch and texture or even quantity) had in important ways shaped 
their relationship with objects, which suggests the need for an alternative framework of study. In constructing a broader 
and inclusive history of Renaissance architecture, new methods and approaches are required, that extend beyond issues 
of style and look at the issues that were of first concern to builders and patrons – that is, materials.

Neo-Palladian Architecture Back to Porto: John Carr’s Hospital de Santo António
Domingos Tavares — Porto University, Portugal
From the 18th century England, John Carr designed for Portugal´s second town - Oporto - an outstanding example 
of neo-Palladian architecture, a place usually seen outside the major Renaissance circuits. Carr was invited by the 
Portuguese to design a large hospital to house the growing local population at the time. The design was completed 
in 1769 and was one of the major works built by this architect from York. This paper will examine how a young and 
inexperienced architect got the commission, his initial design and the changes that occurred on site.
Although Carr suggested that his design was related to London’s modern hospitals from the late Baroque period, 
his true reference may be found in the designs that were generalized in the Renaissance through Antonio Averlino 
‘Filarete’s design of Ospedale Maggiore in Milan, a model replicated everywhere in Europe during the 16th century. 
Therefore Carr surpassed his country construction culture and took the classical principles adopting a rusticco setting 
in the façades of the main floor, as explained ‘following Palladio’. It was the pretentiousness of a superior culture of a 
colonizing empire exporting work, without care to notice neither the specific conveniences of each case nor the practical 
implications imposed by the adopted solution.
Porto community knew how to handle these issues and took care to benefit the singularities of the proposal, adapting 
pragmatically with sensibility to the local topography, to existing technical conditions and to the financial resources 
available. The East façade presents at its center a large balcony with six gigantic Doric columns and a triangular 
pediment, a usual façade since Harewood House. Divided in five sections, with a larger axial unit, two corner turrets 
and three modules without pediment, it became an example of the better British Neo-Palladian outside England.
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